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Planned Exhibitions

Battery World 2020
Piacenza, Italy - 6/7 May 2020
SPS
Parma, Italy - 26/28 May 2020
Wind Energy
Hamburg, Germany
22/25 September 2020
Bauma China
Shanghai, China
24/27 November 2020

Range of products
• battery components
• Accessories

Born in 1926, Ravioli S.p.A. is an experienced yet dynamic manufacturer
of mechanical and elec-tromechanical devices for industry. Based in Milan,
the Company has been developing a high qualitative, solid and reliable
network of dealers and partners, starting exporting its products in the ‘80s.
Designing, projecting and assembling inhouse all the products, Ravioli maintains
the production strongly rooted in the territory, guaranteeing the high quality
standards of Made in Italy, accordance to EU Norms and Directives, userfriendly design, customer care and technical assistance as well as innovative
and updated solutions for each product. Ravioli’s production offers solutions for
different applications: Radio Remote Controls, Push Pendant Stations, Slip Rings
and Limit Switches for cranes, hoists, overhead cranes and other machineries
for lifting industry; D.C. Contactors, Motor Reversers and Twin Connectors for
electrical vehicles for industry such as cleaning machines, material handling,
eco-friendly vehicles and aerial platforms. From 2000, through the project
Green emotion, Ravioli started to develop specific products to be applied on
wind turbine for the production of wind power.
Ravioli’s wide range of Twin Connectors are suitable to link motors, batteries
and battery chargers to one another when applied on lifting trucks, aerial
platforms, sweepers, scrubbers and other electrical vehicles. Available in DIN
and Flat versions, they satisfy the numerous needs of the machinery users’.
D.C. Contactors come in Tecno and Logo series.
Particularly compact and resistant, Tecno Contactors are suitable for handling
machinery and industrial electrical vehicles like lift trucks, cleaning machines,
nautical applications, trucks and other electrical machinery for road and rail
transport. They’re also applied in some innovative fields, like renewable energy
systems, being used in converters or on electrical motorbikes. Ranging from 80
A to 180 A, Tecno D.C. contactors can be supplied with different coil voltages
and coil duties, according to the application they have to be used for. They are
protected and provided with brackets already mounted for the assembling.
Logo D.C. Contactors are characterised by reduced dimensions yet remarkable
power, perfect to be used on industrial handling machines. Double braking
contacts are in silver alloy, particularly suitable for heavy duties. They can also
be manufactured with special knurling which allows to transmit signal currents.
The housing is made of a specifically studied material and it is supplied either
open, in case you need blow out or closed, to have a higher protection of the
contacts. Latching versions are available to reduce coil consumption.
Ravioli’s constant attention to safety, the assurance to the user of dealing
with a guaranteed Made In Italy product, the commitment to manufacture high
standard quality products through certified productive processes, the use of
cuttingedge technology, unique design, the provided high performance and the
chance for the user to highly personalise the products around the specific needs
of each machinery and application, are the significant signs of Ravioli’s care,
attention and commitment to provide safe and qualitative products for almost
a century.
Being a reference point in many different markets, Ravioli S.p.A. provides a
wide range of customised solutions worldwide and the quality of its products
is highly valuable. The Company is considered a reliable partner and the
cooperation with important Companies worldwide is the proof of such success.
The satisfaction of the customer and the flexibility to provide customised solutions are key factors of the success of the Milanese Company.
Ravioli believes in a better world, from past traditions towards the challenge
of the future.
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